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To His Excellency, the li:>norable Carroll A. C'aupbell Jr. , Governor of 
South Carolina, am to the Honorable Members of the General Assembly of 
South Camlina. 
Gentlanen: 
We have the :OOnor to transmit the report of the Sart:h Carolina State 
Museum Ccmni.ssion for the fiscal year eming June 30, 1988. 'lhe past 
year has yielded rapid progress toward our goal of opening the State 
Museum in Octd:>er 1988. 
OUr exhibits staff has canpleted the installation of all major 
artifacts and exhibit IOOdels, including a full-size replica of the 
American IIB.Stodon am a life-size, 43-foot IOOdel of the extinct giant 
white shazX. At the sane ti.Joo, it has contracted with many oc::mtercial 
exhibit firms, graphic artists, IOOdel builders, am craftsman to 
produce exhibit cooponents. By year's erd virtually all exhibit 
eleuelts were either being built in-:OOuse or were wrler aon~act. 
While exhibit installation was the IOOSt visible sign of progress, nnch 
essential ~rk went on behind the scenes. The conservation staff 
cleaned ani treated dozens of objects, preparing than for exhibition. 
The curatorial staff organized oollections, acquired graJ:iric material, 
and CX>IIpleted writing nost of the labels that will explain the 
exhibits. The education staff began developing curriculum-related 
programs for schoolchildren based on the exhibits, drafted a haOObook 
for teachers, am. recruited the museum's first corps of volunteer 
docents, who will be trained to present programs to the public. 
Through IOC>st of the year the staffs of the museum and its auxiliary 
fowrlation hosted visiting educational and ocmmmity groups for preview 
tours and events. The program ultimately reached over 18, 000 people 
and produced great benefits for the museum in visibility and public 
good.will. 
The South Carolina state Museum Foundation continued its program toward 
a fund-raising goal of 3.85 million dollars. As the fiscal year erded, 
the canqJa.ign had drawn to within one million dollars of the goal, with 
carpletion projected for ~e fall. · 
The opening of tlae museum is set for oCtc:ber 29, 1988. The final 
preparations are wrler way, and the many years of dreaming, plaill'lir¥J, 
and building are about to bear fruit. With our long-pursued goal 
a.lm:>st within reach, the Ccmni.ssion is proud to sutmit this report to 
you and to the people of South Carolina. 
Sincerely, 
Guy F. Lipscanb Jr. 
Chainnan 
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The mission of the South Carolina State Musean is to oollect, 
preserve, exhibit am interpret all facets of the life of South 
Carolina pertaining to art, history, natural history, and scientific 
and techoological progress. The museum's mission is silrply stated, tut 
carryinJ it out requires a dedicated staff with the skills and 
cxmnitnelt to brin:J the people of South Carolina the quality exhibits 
and programs they deserve. The State ~seum is fortunate to have such 
a staff, am this report will illustrate the progress these talented 
people have made toward their goal of bringinJ the citizens of this 
state an accurate representation of the life am heritage of South 
Carolina in the finest manner possible. 
A Sl'ATE MUSEUM 
A nuseum is a unique institution, whose functions are oot 
duplicated by any other. Only a museum collects and preserves a 
material recoro of the natural world am human culture. But a IruSeum 
is nore than a collection. It is a positive cultural influence. It 
educates, but in a less structured way than the school, teaching not 
with books but with objects. It entertains, affording people an escape 
fran the everyday, a place where they can socialize with family and 
friends in an intellectually stinulating enviroment. It enriches the 
lives of its visitors, arousing their curiosity, creating or 
reinforcing their interests, and enlargin:J their experience. 
OVer the last centw:y nost states have founded state nuseums, in 
roany cases two or three of them. Scma are art InUSelli[5; others deal 
with history, natural science or a cnnbination of subjects. Although 
they vary as to type, size and quality, all receive their major funding 
fran state goverrm:mts, and all represent an invesbnent in the 
education am cultural enrichnent of the citizenry. 
South Carolina did oot share in this nationwide trem toward the 
foundil¥3' of state museums. The years of Reconstruction and their 
prolonged legac}· of poverty produced a narrowly utilitarian outlook 
that did oot recognize a need for public cultural institutions. But 
tines have changed. South Carolina, planted finnly in the SUn Belt, is 
one of the fastest growing states in the nation. With growth has CCI'Ie 
a fresh awareness of the i.nqx.>rtance of education and cultural amani ties 
to the welfare of the state, an awareness reflected by the 
establishment of the South Carolina Museum Ccmn:i.ssion for the purpose 
of creating a state IIIlSeum. 
If a state IruSeum had been created a century earlier, consider the 
treasures it "tNOuld holdl Unfortunately, during the lean years fran 
Reconstruction to the Second World War, much of South Carolina's 
material heritage passed into the hands of private oollectors and 
nuseums in other parts of the oountry. That is why today the best 
collections of South Carolina decorative arts, for exanple, are found 
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in New York, Win~ton-Salem, am Wilmington, Del. For the last century 
there has been no nuseum in the state with a marrlate to oollect, 
pret:>erve, and interpre·t a record of the state's historical and natural 
legacy. Too few South Carolinians appreciate the richness of their 
heritage--this is particularly true of young people--am visitors to 
the state are usually even less informed. Although South Carolina has a 
ntnnber of good llUlSemns it has no museum of the state, no museum the 
declared mission of which is to interpret the entity called South 
Carolina. That is a fitting role for a state nuseum. 
Without question, the materials for a fine nn.1seum exist. South 
Carolina has a remarkable variety of landforms, minerals, plants and 
animals. It has over 300 years of colorful and exciting history which 
few states can match. It has a distinguished heritage in the arts and 
a rapidly expaniing ~cientific and industrial sector. Together these 
elenents form a vivid stm:y, one that South Carolinians a.rrl other 
Arrericans should know. A state Ifll.lseum can tell that story ca.d at the 
sam= ti.Ioo take the lead in preserving a physical record of the state 1 s 
cultural am natural resources. 
The Museum Ccmnission believes that the state has a clear 
responsibility to oonserve significant cultural and scientific material 
and to make that material accessible to its citizens. What better 
institution to do that than a state Ifll.lseum? The Carmission has f01.1I¥i 
that the people of South Carolina are interested in contri.Wting 
objects to such a nuseum, but the state nn.1st provide a facility in 
which to collect, preserve and display them. 
A state Ifll.lseum will be an intx>rtant educational resource, a place 
where South Carolinians can take inspiration fran their heritage. By 
seeing the clothes, tools, weapons, vehicles, furniture, arts and 
crafts of earlier generations, they will gain a sense of the past more 
vivid, more i.Imediate than that conveyed by even the best histories. 
By seeing exanples of the wildlife a.rrl plants of South Carolina and the 
habitats that support them, visitors will gain a heightened awareness 
of their surroundings, an awareness that may well lead to greater 
appreciation for the natural world and a detenn.ination to preserve it. 
They will leave the nuseum with their nental horizons expanded, their 
minds full of questions that may well prCJIDte further lea.rni.n3. The 
intellectual stinulation a llUlSeum can provide is vitally inp:>rtant not 
only to inpressionable youn;r minds, but to older people as well. A 
museum can -work its magic on people of all ages. 
Most state nn.1seums are in the capital cities of their respa.tive 
states. South Carolina is fortunate in that its capital is centrally 
located ca.d within reasonable driving distance fran any part of the 
state. By both precedent and geography, Columbia is the appropriate 
place for the State Museum. 
A state nn.lSeum, centrally located and professionally staffed, will 
support the state 1 s other museums in a variety of ways. It will serve 
as a clearinghouse for infomation, provide technical assistance, share 
its collections, arrange traveling exhibitions and help the state 1 s 
smaller nuseums preserve their treasures. 
A state nuseum will "WOrk closely with and encourage the activities 
of science clubs, nature-study groups, historical societies, arts and 
crafts groups, am sim:i.lar organizations. The Ccmnission anticipates 
that many of these groups will affiliate with the DllSeum and hold 
periodic events there. 
Already the Carmission enjoys a productive working relationship 
with South Carolina m!V, which boasts an enviable national rep1tation 
as a leader in its field. Once the nuseum is operating, educational 
television will beam a variety of interestiDJ nuseum-related programs 
throughout the state. SCETV already broadcasts "Venture," a popular 
6-mi.nute program aboot the state's nuseums am. historic sites cud, in 
particular, about the State Museum. 
TOO South Carolina Museum Catm:ission is planni.ng an institution 
that is long overdue. But tcu:diness does have its advantages. The 
Camd.ssion has been able to study the experiences of other state 
nuseums ani to learn fran their mistakes. It has drawn upon the latest 
developtents in museum architecture, storage systems, exhibit design 
ani educational theocy to create a facility that anlxxli.es the best in 
contanporary museography. The new State Museum will be a long-term 
investuent in the state's heritage, a tribute to the men and wtm:m who 
have shaped ~t heritage ani a showcase to the nation. 
HIS'IORY OF THE STATE MUSEUM a:MU:SSION 
TOO State Museum idea took root in the late 1960s, as the state 
prepared to celebrate its Tricentennial. Encouraged by Dr. Robert L. 
Stephenson, director of the Institute of Archaeology am. Anthropology, 
the University of South Carolina invited Dr. Eugene :Kin:Jn~an of the 
Joslyn Museum in Qnaha, Neb. , to visit the state and appraise the 
prospects of creating a state Itllseum. After interviewing a number of 
nuseum directors am. state officials, Kingman endorsed the idea of a 
central III1SE!Wil dealing with science, history am art. A steering 
oc:mnittee of interested nuseum professionals was appointed to prarote 
the idea. 
As part of its Tricentennial observance, the state sponsored an 
exhibition dealil¥} with South Carolina history. lbused in two tanporacy 
geodesic danes on the grourJds of the Hanpton-Preston House in Colmnbia, 
the exhibits attracted 135,000 visitors ani gave evidence of the 
public' s interest in the state' s heritage. As the Tricentennial closed, 
the steering ccmni.ttee, 100re cxmni.tted than ever to the state nuseum 
concept, actively lobbied the legisla'blre and the goveroor. 
In 1971 Gov. John c. West appointed a ccmni.ttee of legislators and 
citizens to study the feasibility of establishing a state museum. 
Having determined that the functions of a state nuseum were not being 
fulfilled by any cx:mnission, departuent or agency of state gove:rnment, 
q 
the ccmnittee concluded: "If we want a society which is concerned with 
m:::>re than the barest necessities, mid if we war.t our children and 
citizens to know sanething of their heritage, the assets of our state 
ani the direction of South Carolilla' s progress into the future, A STATE 
MUSET.M IS ESSENTIAL FOR THESE PURIDSES." 
With that statarent in mind, the General Assenbly in 1973 enacted 
H1612 as the enabling legislation for a state museum. The act created a 
South Carolina Museum Comnission of nine neubers, one fran each of the 
six congressional districts and three at large. Governor West appointed 
Guy F. Lipscanb Jr. of Columbia as chairman and named seven praninent 
South carolinians to work with him. 
To begin its work, the Calmission named William E. Scheele as 
director, approved a staff of three to assist him and authorized the 
engagarent of appropriate consultants CtrJd part--tine aoployees to carry 
out initial surveys and planniiXJ. 
The staff quickly set out to assess the musE:um-related resources 
of the state and to establish contacts with institutions of higher 
education, with private collectors, and with museurus and related 
organizations in South Carolina ard other states. These efforts helped 
the stafi and the Conmission to crystallize their thinking about the 
proper role of the future State Museum. 
In support of the stdte museum concept, the trustees of the 
Columbia Museums of Art und Science generously offered to the state 
their land, tileir physical plant and the use of their collections. 
Consequently, initial plarming efforts focuseti on the site of the 
Columbia Museums, the block bordered by Senate, Bull, Gervais and 
Pickens streets. The Comnission planned for the State Museum to be part 
of a. cultural carplex that would include a performing arts auditorium 
built by the University of South Carolina and a new headquarters for 
South Carolina El'V. By the end of fiscal year 1976-77, consultants for 
the Conmission had oonpleted schematic plans for the site arid wilding 
and a draft of an exhibit plan. 
In that sane year William Scheele resigned as director and was 
replaced by David c. Sermema, a former director of the South Carolina 
Arts Comni.ssion. Under Sennema' s leadership, the staff cx:>ntinued to 
make inportar,t strides toward the creation of a state nuseum. 
Both the staff and the ccmn:ission nerobers recogr.i.zed that further 
architectural and site planning was necessary in order to assess the 
practicality of the schematic architectural design. After obtaining a 
federal grant of $9,855 fran the National Endc:Mment for the Humanities, 
the Conmi.ssion engaged E. Verner Johnson and Associates, Inc., of 
Boston to guide the staff through the initial stages of a master plan. 
A specialist in niUSeum design, Jolmson had prepared or had coll.aborated 
on develo:pnent plans for musewns iJ, Boston~ Memphis~ Hot Springs, Ark. ~ 
Nashville; Washington, D.C.~ and several foreign countries. With the 
assistance of Johnson and 19 111llbeurn professionals from around the 
country who served as consultants, a five-year plan was prepart:d and 
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the initial sections of a naster plan brought to a well....cfeveloped 
stage. 
This process eventually led the Ccmn:ission to canclude that the 
Columbia Museum site was inadequate. After oonsidering a Il1llli>er of 
alternative locations, the Ccmni.ssian selected a 53-acre tract on the 
west bank of the Saluda River opposite the Riverbanks Zoo. '!he prq>erty 
was owned by the South carolina Electric and Gas Coupany, which agreed 
to lease it to the Ccmn:ission at one dollar per year for 99 years. 
In the spring of 1979 the Coomi.ssion received a $59,000 capital 
awropriation to caiplete a master plan for the Saluda River site. To 
ooordinate the planning, the Camrl.ssion contracted with the 
Columbia-based architecblral finn of McNair, Gordon, Jolmson and 
Karasiewi.cz, which in turn engaged E. Verner Jolmson and Associates as 
planniD3 consultants. After a careful search, the Camli.ssion also asked 
the McNair finn to engage A Couple Designers, Inc. to prepare a 
oonceptual exhibit plan. A Ccuple Designers (mw known as Gerard 
Hilferty ard Associates, located in Athens, Ohio) came well 
recc::mneOOed. They had recently coopleted work on the International 
Museum of the Horse at the Kentucky Horse Park. 
Working closely with the staff, the consultants ccnpleted the 
master plan in January 1980. At that· tine the oost of the new nuseum, 
incll.ldi.I¥] the develoiJIEDt of nature trails am the oonstructi.on of an 
aerial tranway linking the xm:tseum ard the zoo, was estinated at $24 
million. One year later, l'tlen the Carm:ission applied for capital funds, 
inflation had ~ the cost to $26 million. 
In this tine of double-digit inflation and fiscal stringerx:y, GoV. 
Richard Riley cpposed the oonstruction of a new building. He suggested 
instead that the Ccmn:i.ssion rehabilitate an existing structure. Several 
Wildings were inspected, including Logan School, the old Columbia High 
School, and the Mills arrl Babcock buildings at the State Hospital, but 
mne provided the high ceilings and large open spaces that contemporary 
exhibit techniques require. For a tine it appeared that oo available 
bri.lding in the Colunbia area was suitable; then an exciting new 
opportunity arose. 
In the fall of 1980 Mount Veroon Mills, Inc., ailllOlln::ed plans to 
close its old ootton duck mill in Columbia. While accepting a donation 
of scm:! of the mill's naterials to the State Museum, Dr. Rcdger Stroup, 
the curator of histo:ry, had an opportun:i ty to see the facility. His 
report of the vast spaces available in the building led Senmma ard 
sane of the Camd.ssion natbers to consider the possibility of locatiD3 
the State Museum there. Museum planner Verner Jalmson gave the building 
an enthusiastic emorsenent. Governor Riley also recognized the mill's 
potential and enoouraged the Ccmn:i.ssion to pursue it. 
Accordingly, the Ccmn:i.ssion turned its attention fran the Saluda 
River property am toward the mill. Ccmn:i.ssion nenbers am staff were 
painfully aware of the advantages they were giving up: an outstarrliD3 
natural site with inportant historical associations, the opportunity to 
construct a fine new facility tailored to their plans arrl the 
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possibility of joint progranming with the zoo. At the sane time they 
recognized that the mill had very real advantages. It could be 
renovated for less money than a new building would cost. It was more 
than half again as large as the proposed new structure am thus would 
allow for ample expansion. As the world's first electrically powered 
textile mill it had historical value, and as a mill it was identified 
wi. th South Carolina's most inportant industry. Fillally, it was located 
on a historic waterway, the old Columbia Canal, built in the early 19th 
ct:!ntury to m.:we river traffic arourii the rapids of the Broad and 
Congaree rivers and later used to power a small hydroelectric station. 
Aware that the City of Columbia had been planning to turn the property 
along the canal into an outdoor recreational area, the Comnission 
recognized i.nuoodi.ately that the State Museum would blen:i in well with 
those plans. 
With the governor's support the Ccmnission applied for capital 
funds to acquire am renovate the mill. Sure tense legislative 
maneuvering ensued, wXi for a time the ImlSeum • s prospects looked dim. 
Then Governor Riley personally intervened, arranging for the Mount 
Vernon Mill Cc::lr\PanY to give the mill to the state. This stroke opened 
the way for a legislative conpranise: the ImlSeum would receive $4 
million in capital funds fran the state, provided that it raised at 
least $2.6 million fran non-state sources. 
Four months later, on December 7, 1981, a day that in Scuth 
Carolina history will live not in infamy but in gratitude, officials of 
Mcunt Veroon Mills fonnally donated the mill carplex and site to the 
state. 
Frau tlus donation the state received a building with excellent 
potential as a museum. Of course, there were problems. The mill was 
surrcurded by industrial facilities and by the state's Central 
Correctional Institution. The structure would have to l:e nvdi.fied to 
coilfo:rm to modern building codes, and it was larger than the ImlSeum' s 
foreseen space requirements. But the Coonri.ssion was confident that 
those problems could be overcare. 
Following the donation of the wilding I the Conmission took steps 
to develop schematic plans for locating the nuseun1 within the 
structure. It continued to 'NOrk with the Columbia-based architectural 
finn of McNair, Gordon, Johnson and Karasiewicz, the planning fim of 
E. Verner Jclmson and Associates, and the exhibit design finn of Gerard 
Hilferty and Associates. 
In conjunction with the staff the planners undertook a.I'X)ther 
master plan, ard the Ccmnission launched a capital fund drive to raise 
$2. 6 million. Initially the Ccmnission considered managing the canpai.gn 
itself 1 Wt Upoll the advice Of COnsultantS decided to turn that 
responsibility over to the Friends of the State Museum, a private, 
non-profit organization chartered in 1980. To provide administrative 
support for the canpai.gn, the Friends hired Susan Herdricks as 
director, c.md she soon put together a hard-working group of part-time 
staff and volunteers. 
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As the campaign got under way, the Ccmnission ani the consultants 
put together another master plan. A1 tlnlgh able to recycle many of the 
ideas eml:xxlied in the earlier plans, they had to devise effective ways 
of using the fOJ:DEr irdustrial structure as a mseum. The size of the 
Wilding am the fact that it was, for the llDSt part, open space 
provided for sane degree of flexibility. 
Recognizing that the l:W.lding had Ill)re space than the nuseum oruld 
effectively use, the planners set aside an entire wing for possible use 
by other state agencies. They decided to locate the museum in the east 
portion of the L-shaped structure, an area that enoanpassed about 
225,000 square feet. 
In view of the limited budget, the staff planned to develq> the 
nuseum in three phases. The first phase, projected at about 80,000 
square feet, woo.ld include office space, arne storage, about 30,000 
square feet of exhibits am an exhibit workshop located in an adjacent 
warehouse building. The secorxl phase would add about 40,000 square 
feet, nosUy exhibits arxi storage space. The third phase "WOUld bring in 
an auditorium, nul.ti-purpose neeting room, a discovery roan (an area 
where visitors could harxlle objects), a I1llSeUill store and a large 
changing gallery for art. It was estbnated that the three phases 'WOUld 
take 10 to 15 years to ocuplete. 
Then, in late 1984, the project took a dramatic new turn. The 
State Budget and Control Board announced that it was selling· the fonoer 
mill to a group of private investors, which "WOUld renovate the entire 
Wilding ani least it back to the state. This arrangeuent gave the 
Ccmnission the opportunity to develop a programnatically caJt>lete 
facility in the opening phase. 
The history of this solution actually goes back wer a year. For 
sooe tine the Division of General Services had been investigating 
possible tenants for the non-IIIlSeum portion of the building. In the 
spring of 1983 the tenant question suddenly appeared solved. The 
General Assembly approved Ill)ney for a sony to determine the 
feasibility of develq>ing an agri-business trade center at the Mamt 
Vernon Mill site. It a:r-peared likely that the Legislature 'WOUld 
ultimately appropriate funds to establish such a center tlms, in 
conjunction with the nuseum, insuring that the entire structure would 
be renovated. 
But events failed to follow that scenario. Investigators 
determined that the mill was inadequate for the purposes of a trade 
center, ani the state was suddenly faced with the possibility that the 
mill could becoue an embarrassing ~ite elephant. If the DllSeum only 
planned to develop 80,000 square feet initially, what was to becare of 
the other 270,000? 
All that vacant space, orupled with the fact that the state was 
leasirq large anounts of office space in the Columbia area, suggested 
to the Budget am Control Board that it should take the lead in 
developing the entire facility. Not only would the statt obtain its 
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long-awaited museum, but it wculd also acquire much needed office 
facilities. 
Having made the decision to take charge of the Mount Vernon Mills 
projec.t, the Budget ani Control Board was faced with t\«J options: it 
oould follcrw a tretdi.tional oourse and seek capital funds fran the 
legislature or it oould set forth on an unchartoo route and arrange for 
a sale and leaseback of the property. Precedents fo:t· the latter could 
be found in other states a.nd the l::uilding qualified for such trea~t. 
Being a certified historic structure, it would offer investors an 
attractive tax credit. 
While weighing the merits of the tw::> approaches, the Budget and 
Control Board arranged tenants for the non-nuseum areas of the 
l::uilding. They were the South Carolina Tax Caumi.ssion a11d the State 
Library for the Bli.rrl a.nd Physically Handicapped. '!he Board also agreed 
to provide space for the Ci. ty of Columbia's 'lburist lnfonnation Bureau 
and Welcone Center, a developm:mt of particular interest to the nuseum 
since it promised to bring large numbers of visitors to the museum's 
doorstep. 
Late in 1984 the Board determined that the sale/leaseback offered 
a greater likelihood of accarplishing the project. Accordingly, the 
state sold the fonner Mount Vernon Mills l::uilding to South Carolina 
Heritage Associates, a private investment group. When the museum's 
architects, McNair, Jolmson and Associates, withdrew fran the project 
because they could not handle a job so large in the allotted time, the 
Heritage Associates engaged the finn of Stevens a.nd Wilkinson, and the 
museum, along with the other tenants, plunged into a hectic rou.rrl of 
architectural planning i.n order to meet the investors' stringent 
schedule. The oonstl:uction oontract was awarded to the finn of 
McDevitt rurl Street. 
Governor Riley announced this i.nnovati ve financi<il arrangarent to 
the public.; in July 1985 a.nd the way was cleared for construction to 
begin. Several weeks after this agreenent was consurrmated, David 
Sennema resigned as director d1ii was replaced in November 1985 by Dr. 
OVerton G. Ganong, fm-mar deputy director of progrurns for the State 
Museum. 
A significant advancenent in the project was made in November 1986 
when the staff of the State Museum actually noved into the renovated 
building. With the occupation of the l::uilding' s offices, work 
continued at a steady pace during the remainder of 1986-87. During 
1987-88, staff members were even busier as the opening of the nuseum on 
Oct. 29, 1988, approached. 
While the scope of the project was changing, the staff continued 
to carry out traditional museum functions. Collati.rq, for exa~Ii>le, was 
a r1.ajor activity. When the Museum Comni.ssion was established in 1973, 
there were oo eY.isting oollections upon which to base the new State 
Museum. 'nle Ccmnission had to develop oollec...tions while it planned the 
institution. At first the holdings grew slowly, owing principally to 
the lack of staff, but in recent years, with a full team of curators in 
place, the collections have nW.tiplied IOOre rapidly. Most of the 
material has been obtained throo.gh donations, althrugh choice objects 
have occasiooally been purchased with the limited state fums 
available. 
Museum collections are an educational resource, and the pri.nary 
way nvst II'DlSeUIDS use their collections is to exhibit them to the 
public. In 1977 the Coumission began a small-scale exhibit program, 
even though it lacked a facility. For three years the I>epart:ItM:mt of 
Archives and History allowed the Ccmnissian to use an exhibit case in 
its buildin:j, am the Ccmnission also received pexmission to set up its 
own display case in the lcbby of the State House, where it carried on a 
program of ·changin:j exhibits. 'Ihe agency has also occasionally 
installed exhibits in other state buildings, showing malls and the 
Columbia Airport. 
Early in its history, the Ccmnission started a nDdest publication 
program. In 1975 it began issuing a newsletter to keep the public 
infonred of the activities of both the Ccmnission and other museums 
throughout the state. SUbsequently, it prcxluced a color bmclmre on the 
cx:mron snak~s of South Carolina, which was entlmsiastically received, 
curl it launched a series of specialized plblications called Musemn 
Bulletins, intended for a scholarly audience. Six bulletins have been 
issued. 
A number of activities begun in the early days have becane 
established features of the nusemn' s programs. Fran the very beqinnin:j 
the Ccmnission has carried on a vigorous cC~Llpaign of public 
infonoation. To explain the ooncept of a state nusemn, staff manbers 
and Comnission members have spoken throughout the state to servic~ 
organizations, historical society xreetings, :mnsemn audiences, oollege 
assemblies, high school groups, cc:nservation canps, artists' guilds, 
travel conferences ard teachers' IIW:!etings. They have answered questions 
and provided consultant services in the areas of natural history, 
histo:r:y, art and the environnent. 
Another worthwhile service perfonrei by the staff has been the 
examination and identification of specim:ms ard oollections brought in 
by irilividual citizens. In fact, hardly a day passes without a 
telephone call or a visit fran sareone interested in learning IIDre 
about an object in his possession. In addition to advising individuals, 
CCilmission enployees have worked with the staffs of agencies sudl. as 
the Departnent of Parks, Recreation and Tourism, the South Carolina 
Arts Ccmnission, the South Carolina Wildlife and Marine Rescurces 
Departn~nt, South Carolina 'EJN, the Law Enforcen~t Officers' Hall of 
Fane ard the State Board of F.ducation, to add services to ~ir 
programs. 
Ccmnission staff nenbers have also cooperated with private 
organizations such as dive clubs, the South Carolina Wildlife 
Federation, the Sooth Carolina Science Cowx::il and the Southeastern Gem 
and ~lineral Society. 
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'!'he Museum Canmission has always considered as one of its najor 
functions a program of services and assistance to the ImlSeums of the 
state. It has lent many objects fran its collections, nade professional 
publications available to small local III.lseums, circulated travelin;J 
exhibits, arrQil.ged consultant services and sponsored training workshops 
for III.lSemn personnel. To initiate these activities it obtained a series 
of grants fran the Natim1al Endowment for the Arts, which it used to 
anploy a program administrator for sta.tewide services. In 1981 the 
state took over the funding of this position. 
The Ccmuission also acquired regulato:cy restx>nsibility in August 
1976, when Gov. Janes B. Edwards ra:}Uested that it administer the 
provisions of the amended Underwater Salvage Law (54-7-210-80) relating 
to fossils. Under the law the Ccmnission shared responsibility wi. th the 
Institute of Archaeology and Anthropology, USC, for licensing both 
hobby divers and carmercial salvage divers to recover fossils and 
archeological material fran beneath the state's navigable waters. 
Staff manbers \'IOrked with representatives of the Institute to develop 
rules and regulations, then cooperated with the Law Enforcement 
Division of the South Carolina Wildlife and Marine Resources Departnent 
to secure enforcarent. I11 onier to absess the extent of the fossil 
resources it was charged to protect, the Ccmni.ssion hirtrl three divers 
in 1979 to car:cy out a survey of the state's coastal rivers. After 
conducting the survey for t\'10 years, the agency elimireted the program 
because of budget cuts. Tight nnney forced the Coond.ssion to 
concentrate on its prinary mission, the develo,t.ment of the State 
Museum. 
In tlle years since its creation, the South Carolina Musemn 
Camd.ssion has gradually laid the gramdwork for that musemn. '!here 
have l.x..>en false start.s and disappoinbrents, and at times progress has 
been slow, but there has alwc:~.ys been progress. With a doreted buildin;J, 
financial suptx:>rt from state govermnent, arrl a major invesbrent by the 
private sector, the ultimate realization of the State Musemn was 
assured. 
SUMMARY OF ~~ IN 1987-88 
For the South Carolina State Musemn Ccmn:i.ssion, 1987-88 was an 
exciting year. Coiilnissioners, staff members and volunteers were able 
to see the results of years of effort as the museum's opening date grew 
near. While staff :maubers and contractors worked on exhibits, the 
Canmission continued to build its staff, expand its collections, plan 
educati01al programs and offer a program of statewide services to 
museums. 
Administration and Planning 
This program consists of the agency's clerical, accounti.BJ, 
perSOimel and managaoont functions. It also includes pililic 
information sel:Vices and the coordination of planniD;J for the II1US€UI1\. 
A. PerSOIUlel 
According to the Carmission' s master plan, the State Museum will 
need many IIDre mployees when it opens to the public in October. Last 
year the agency continued to increase its staff. 
Nancy Gosman replaced Pat Lott as administrative assistant to Dr. 
OVerton Ganong, director of the nuseum. Ms. Gosman lW been executive 
secretary to ·the president of Publicity Group, a South Carolina public 
relations firm. 
Ms. Lott IOOVai to the education departm:mt where she coordinates 
study visits of school group&. Hal DeLuca was hirai to coordinate the 
training an:i activities of the docents, the museum' s volunteer 
teachers. DeLuca can-e to the nuseum fran the Archives of Aroorican Art 
in Washington, D. c. 
Terrell T. UIXlenvood was hired as director of public infm:mati.on 
and marketi.BJ. Before caning to the nuseum he was a public infonnation 
specialist at the University of Sooth Carolina. 
Joan McBride, formerly an administrative specialist at the nuseum, 
became became its full-t.i.ne personnel specialist. Lima Brunson 
replacai her. Ms. Brunson was secretary to the board of the S.C. 
Departnent of Health a:rXl Enviroilm?.Iltal Control before she cane to the 
museum. 
Paul Storch was hired as the JlU1SeUin1 s conservator. He fomerly 
worked as a oonservator at the University of Texas in Austin. 
Conservation administrator Debi Hacker, who had been working wxier a 
contract, becaite a permanent enployee. 
Three new curators joined the staff. Jim Knight replaced Danny 
Smith as assistant curator of natural history. Knight formerly worked 
in the ecology laboratory operated by the University of Georgia at the 
Savannah River Plant. Polly Laffitte becaite the museum's first 
assistant curator of art. Before joining the staff, Ms. Laffitte 
worked at the Visitors Center at Clemson University. Elaine Nichols, a 
graduate student in archaeology at the University of South Carolina, 
becane guest curator of African-Aroorican history. 
Tim Taylor was named assistant chief of public safety. Before he 
came to the nuseum, Taylor was a corporal with the Capitol Police, a 
section of the State Law Enforcement Division. 
Scottie Ash was hired as manager an:i royer for '1he Cotton Mill 
Exchange, the nuseum shop. Ms. Ash was fomerly a buyer for Rich's in 
Columbia. 
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Ray Walden joined the staff as building services supervisor. 
Walden had been an electrical and mechanical maintenance technician at 
SIEXX>R Corp. in Charlotte. 
Calvin Olden, who fornerly 'WOrked for the Richland County public 
works depart:nent, joined the exhibit staff. He is an electrician. 
The S.c. State Museum Foundation continued to help by arploying an 
exhibit design team. Dan Tanberlin, a gra{ilic manager, was hired in 
198 7-88, as was Madeline Niareyer, an administrative assistant in 
design. 
In the effort to prepare for the opening of the IIUlSeum, part-time 
staff members were arployed in alnost all aspects of the museum's 
operations. 
Many staff manbers attended and helped corduct workshops, 
conventions and training courses. 
-Executive Director OVerton G. Ganong, along with Director of 
Education Margaret Anne Lane, Director of Exhibits Michael Fey, and 
Chief CUrator Rodger Stroup, spoke at the annual meeting of the 
Southeastern Musewns Conference. 
-Chief CUrator Rodger Stroup was also on the program at meeting of 
the .Anerican Association of State and Local History. 
-Fritz Hcurer, assistant curator of history, ard Dr. Michael 
Trinkley of the Chicora Fowmtion presented a paper, "African-Arrerican 
Architectural Persistence from Slavery to Freedom, 11 at the Vena.cular 
ArchitectU+al Forum in Staunton, Va. 
-Beverly Littlejohn, coordinator of statewide services, 
participated in two Apple conputer workshops and a workshop on 
prt!paring newsletters. She also coordinated a session on disaster 
preparedness at the Southeastern Museums Conference. 
-Director of Education Margaret Anne Lane participated in and spoke 
at mnrerous workshops, including the S\.lllner Managarent Program at the 
University of Colorado, the Governor's Conference on Education, the 
Southeastern Art Educators' Conference in Winston-Salem, the council 
rooeting of the Southeastern Museums Conference in Georgetown, the 
Visitors Studies Conference in Anniston, Ala., and a curriculum 
develop1ent plarming session on Science, Technology and Society at the 
Georgia Institute of Technology in Atlanta. 
-Linda McWlx>rter, education programs specialist, attended the 
Governor's Conference on Education and a Smithsonian Institution 
'WOrkshop on the exhibit "Fran Field to Factory" in Jacksonville, Fla. 
-Hal DeLuca, program training specialist, attended "Museum 
OUtreach: Ccmnunity and School Relations," a workshop at the 
Smithsonian Institution, and made a study visit to Colonial 
Williamsburg. 
-Herb McCraw, programner analyst, served on the board of the 
Systan/3x/AS400, a private c:x:II~fUter users group, and on the planning 
oammittee for the State Systern/36 User Group. 
-Conservator Paul Storch taught a seminar on organic and canposite 
(organic and inorganic) archaelogical objects and materials with the 
Chicora Fourrlation. 
-Debi Hacker, caurervation administrator, attended a seminar 
sponsored by the Aioorican Institute of Conservators ard a workshop on 
rodent oontrol. 
-Ron Shelton, curator of science and teclux>logy, continued to edit 
the South carolina Science Council 1 s newsletter. 
-Michael Ray, curator of natural history, att:.enled the 
Presexvation of Natural History Collections Conference in Pittsbmgh. 
-Lise Swensson, curator of art, was state-wide Youth Art Month 
coordinator for the S.C. Art Education Association. She was also a 
speaker and guest lecturer for many groups includiz¥3 the Tri County 
Arts Consortimn and an art education program at Winthrop College. 
-Polly Laffitte, assistant curator of art, attended a label 
writin:] workshop at the Smithsonian Institution. 
-Terrell Un::lerwood, director of public information and marketin;, 
attended meetings of the Goveroor 1 s Conference on Tourism ard Travel in 
Greenville and the Aloorican Association of Museums in Pittsburgh. 
-Janet Hudson, chief of public safety, attended a workshop on 
nuseum public safety at the Smithsonian Institution. Ms. Hudson and 
Tim Taylor, assistant chief of plblic safety, becane certified Red 
Cross cardiq:ul.nonary resusitation and first aid instructors. 
-Scottie Ash, manager of the IlllSetnn shop, attended the national 
meeting of the Museum Store Association in Nashville. 
In addition to topical rooetings staff nanbers attended 
professional conferences sp:>nsored by the Aroorican Association of 
lvluseums, the Aioorican Association of State . and Local Histocy, the 
Southeastern Musemns Conference, the S.C. Federation of Museums and the 
S.C. Science Council. 
While the staff increased its knc1tlledge and use of the IIM 36 
System, the system itself was expanded. DurfnJ 1987-88 three printers 
and 14 teuninal.s were added. 
B. Physical Facilities 
The lvbunt Vernon Mills Wilding provides the nuseum with plenty of 
roan in Wi.ch to carey out its mission. It oontains 79,000 ~e feet 
of exhibit space. In Phase I about 64,000 square feet will be opened; 
the rest will be used in Phase II. The nuseum1 s auditorium is 2,500 
square feet, the store is 2,800 square feet ard there is about 5,800 
feet in the educaticn spaces. About 21,000 square feet is devoted to 
other public uses. The total public area of the IlllSeum is 111,761 
square feet. 
'l'he mn-public area of the nnseum, including administration, 
storage an::1 other support areas, is about 91,000 square feet. The total 
area of the I1llSeUDl is 202,663 square feet. 
Problerrs with the renovation of the wilding oontinued to plague 
the IlllSeum. However, the Division of General Services had begun to 
have them corrected by the end of the fiscal year. 
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l:Suilding code violations at the museum related to handicapped 
access, c:cnpliance with the fire code, sagging floors and lights which 
had not been hung properly. Staff na~lbers were also ooncerned about 
the heating, ventilation arrl air oorxtitioning systems am leaks in the 
roofs and outside doors. 
If the problems are not oorrected, artifacts oould be hanred and 
the structure of the buildin:J oould be damaged. It could also beccme 
diffic.!ult for the museum to borrow objects and host traveling shows 
because it could not assure their safety. 
Parkil:1g also remained a source of ooncern. To attract visitors, 
the museum must have enough space for cars and bu~s. Much of the 
parking lot in front of the building is used bj• employees of the Tax 
Ccmn:i..ssion, the Library for the Blind and Greater Columbia Visitors 
Center. At the end of the year a contract had been let for a small 
expwlSion of the lots arowxi the building. Work had not begun on the 
bus parking lot. 
The museum's back. courtyard is still being used as a parking lot. 
There are plans to make it into a sculpture garden and park. 
It is a disadvantage that people entering or leaving the main 
parking lot are unable to turn left on Gervais Street. However, there 
appears to be 1.0 possibility that the situation will be changed in the 
near future. 
Most of the approximately $1 million the museum spt:nt on capital 
expen:litures during the fiscal year was used for exhibits. That 
included $278,000 for the Charles H. Townes Center, a laser exhibit 
hall, and $500,000 for other exhibits. The nusewu also spent $168,000 
for equi1xnent. 
C. Plannin;J 
Like most other aspects of the museum's activities, planning 
focused on prepcu.·ing for the Oct. 29 opening. 
Exhibit staff members finalized plans for the Phase I exhibits. 
They also worked on plans for an additional 16,000 square feet of 
public &pace, including a secorrl gallery for the S.C. Arts Connlission 
show7 the Pal.netto Gillecy, which will be used for the Laura Glenn 
Douglas show; two reception areas for the Laura Glenn Douglas show'; and 
The Cotton Mill Exchange, the rruseum shop. 
Scottie Ash, the store manager, began familiarizing herself witl1 
the ltllseum' s exhibits arrl planning the store. The Cotton Mill Exchange 
will sell crafts, replicas of artifu.cts, books and other merchandise 
which will enable visitors to lt!arn nore about subjects covered in the 
exhibits. 
D. Flllxi-raisin:J 
About $2.75 million toward a goal of $3.85 million had been raised 
by the South carolina State Museum Foun:lation by the end of the fiscal 
year. 
Threshold '88, the statewide furil-raising canpaign, was chaired by 
T~ SUggs, executive vice president of South Carolina Federal Savin}s 
Bank. He led a groop of 64 volunteers woo sought donations to the 
IIU.lSeUlll. 
Other fund-raising efforts were also successful. The fcumation 
gave tours of the nuseum to many groups. '!bey included the State Fair 
board of directors, the Goverrx>r' s Ccmnission on the Future, the 
Greater Columbia Chanber of Ccmnerce board of directors, the South 
Carolina Chapter of the American Institute of Architects, the Columbia 
Action Council and the Columbia Medical Auxiliary. The efforts 
resultal in a pledge of $35,000 fran the Junior League of Columbia to 
sponsor the salt marsh exhibit and a contri.b.ttion of $35,000 fran the 
Columbia Garden Club to sponsor the uountain CXJVe exhibit. 
On Mal.'ch 19 about 500 people attended the Foundation • s seoond 
annual Spring Gala. The public kickoff for the Threshold ' 88 caupri.gn, 
it netted $10,000. A highlight of the evenin} was a show of Albert 
Nipon fashions. Albert and Pearl Nipon attended the event. 
The Foundation held evenin} receptions in Hilton Head, Olarleston, 
Florence and Greenville. In addition, Jenny Sloan, executive director, 
spoke to many organizations around the state. 
The Friends of State Museum, which has 2, 000 manbers, held its 
seventh annual neeting June 26 in the nuseum. New board manbers 
elected for 1988-89 were Mrs. Clinch H. Belser, Joe A. Padgett and Mrs. 
B. Marion Smith Jr. , all of Columbia; Mrs. l-facFarlane Cates of 
Spartanburg, Joseph L. Jemri.ngs Jr. of Greeuville, Mr. and Mrs. T. 
Hunter McEaddy of Olarleston and Mr. and Mrs. Janes c. Rhea of Rock 
Hill. Officers elected for 1988-89 were Thomas E. Persons, president; 
Nicholas K. !okx>re, first vice president; Leon Goodall, second vice 
president; Mrs. John c. Land III, secretary; Joe A. Padgett, treasurer; 
and Mrs. George Comelson, F. Creighton McMaster, Mrs. F. D. Owen Jr. , 
fonrer Gov. Richard w. Riley and o. Stanley Smith Jr., at-large 
officers. 
The PalJretto Leadership Council, a new part of the Friends, was 
organized in Novatber. The groop, led by YO'llDJ professionals, uses 
social and educational events to encourage support of the ImlSeum • 
.Am:>n:J the events it hosted were a Sadie Hawkins dance attend by about 
800 people, a reception which had as a th.ema the history of the nuseum 
arxi a barbecue on the banks of the Columbia Canal. Members of the 
Council nust be part of the Friends of the State Museum. As a result, 
the Friends acquired 200 new nanbers. 
caravans, a series of one-day trips to points of interest in South 
Carolina, has continued to be popular. Groups toured Huntington Beach 
and historic spots in Spartanburg County. 
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With increases in m.:mbership and canpaign activity, the Foundation 
outgrew the page allotted to it in Images, the nB.lseum' s newsletter. 
In Decanber it began publishing The Friendly Word, a newsletter 
containing detailed canpaign ani nenbership news. 
The expansion of the organization also led to sare staff changes. 
Milly Kibler was pronot.ed to director of marketing ani ccmrunicatioru:;. 
Deborah Slice was hired as an administrative assistant but has been 
acting as a canpa.ign assistant. Chris Miller was hired as an 
admini.strati ve assistant until the end of the campaign. 
E. Public Inforruation 
For a developing organization, one of the nost vital activities is 
:public information. People will not support a program they know 
nothing about. During 1987-88 the agency continued an active prog:r·am 
to infonn South Carolinians about the exciting pra:;pects of the nBlSeum 
and its innLinent opening on Oct. 29, 1988. 
In July 1988, Terrell T. Urrlerwood was hired to the new position 
of director of public information arrl marketing. The nuseum fornerly 
had a public relations coordinator. Urrlerwood iimaiiately began 
continuing the publicity the nB.lseum had already generated. Sevtral 
large media events, as well as many newspaper, magazine, radio ani 
television stories, were generated in 1987-88. The major events 
centerEd . arow1d the construction or arrival of sone of the museum's 
large, unusual exhibits. The co:nstruction and delivery of a 43-foot 
nroel of a prehistoric gicmt white shark gained national attention 
through The Asoociated Press am the tabloid Weekly World News, as 
well as through cCNerage throughout the state. The arrival of replicas 
of two other prt:illistoric creatures, the Auericclll mastodon arrl the 
glyptodont, were also well coverEd. 
Media coverage took place outside the nBlSeum as well. An exhibit 
containing representative pieces fran the nuseum• s collection travelled 
to various locations in the state for events sponsored by the Friends 
of the State Museum. The public information office arranged coverage 
for the show in Flor~nce, Hilton Head arrl Greenville. 
I11 addition to a steady flow of news releases an:l public service 
ann;)uncerrents, regular nonthly appearances were arranged on talk shows 
on tlu·ee Columbia television stations, one Columbia radio station arrl a 
radio station in Ccanden. The Director of Public Information and the 
Executive Director made trips to Canrlen and Augusta, Ga., to be 
interviewed by rEpresentatives of several news nroia. This resulted in 
nBlltiple coverage in these markets. These trips will be continued in 
1988-89. 
Advance planning for the liiUSeum' s grand opening began in 1987-88 
with the fonmtion of a grand opening ccmnittee chaired by Urrlerwood. 
Seven events were planned for various constituencies of the museum. 
These included preview or special showiD]s of the nuseum to the press, 
the Friends of the State Museml, major donors and others. 
Salth Carolina Educational Television's program "Venture• 
continued in 1987-88, and UJXien!OOd served as coordinator, idea 
consultant and script editor for the program. A number of intel.-es'ti.n;J 
topics were covered by the 6-minute program including the Clemson "372" 
airplane1 the production of "Destiny's People," a fihn of South 
Carolina history which will be viewed in the cultural history floor's 
theater1 and many others. "Venture• was broadcast throoghout the state 
twice a week. '!he shaw continued to be scmv• s seoom lOOSt popular 
locally-produced program. 
Other activities in public information included the continuing 
publication of the lTilSeUlll' s newsletter, Images, and a great deal of 
activity by the rruseum' s speakers bureau, which gave slide 
presentations to civic and camnmity groups across the state. 1987-88 
was a full year and signaled an even busier, IIOre fruitful opening year 
in 1988-89. 
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COLLECI'IONS, EXIUBITION AND EDUCATION 
These programs include the traditional functions of a nuseum: to 
collect and preserve objects, to exhibit them to the public and to 
interpret them in an educational manner. For many years this was not a 
balanced program. Collecting was the priority, for without collections 
there would be nothing to exhibit or interpret. More recently, however, 
the Coomission has plunged into the task of designing and preparing 
exhibits for the opening phase of the nusemn, has launched an ambitious 
research program am has developed sane exciting new educational 
offerings. 'lhese initiatives have brought a greater degree of balance 
to the overall program. 
A. Collections 
The Commission enjoyed another outstanding year in 1987-88. 
Collecting proceeded at a brisk rate. However, with the opening of the 
nuseum approaching, preparing exhibits was a major concern. 
Fran the standpoint of aCX":tuisitions, 1987-88 was a productive 
year. The Catmi.ssion recorded 208 accessions containing 2,344 objects. 
(An accession is all the material collected fran one source at one 
tine. An accession can consist of one or many objects.) This is an 
inpressive total, providing evidence of public awareness am interest. 
Many objects acquired during the year stan:l out. The Philip 
Simoons gate, a traditional Cll.arleston gate designed by blacksmith 
Philip S:imnons, was installed in the art gallery. The $25,000 project, 
which included a film about Simoons, was furrled by grants fran the 
National Endowment for the Arts and NCNB. 
Two 1694 Carolina "elephant tokens" were added to the histocy 
collections. The coins, which are extraooly rare, were anong the 
earliest c.."Urrency in the colony. They get their nane fran the elephant 
on the front. It was the symbol of the Royal African Catpany, which is 
believed to have inported the copper in the coin. 
The suit Charles Duke wore when he walked on the 1000n on April 16, 
197 2, was loaned to the nuseum by the Air and Space Museum of the 
Smithsonian Institution. With the 1000n dust still on it, it will be 
displayed in a life-size reprod~on--ef the lunar landscape. 
'~, 
The nuseurn has been loaned a 1914 Fotd Model T which was purchased 
new by Elijah P.all of Lexington County. Hall was so disturbOO by his 
first driviitg lesson that he parkoo the car in his garage am it was 
not ItDVed until after his death in 1940. 
~re than 316 rocks and minerals fran the collection of the late 




collections. The family also donated over 30 boxes of other speci.nels 
for the msemn' s teaching collections. 
This table profiles the new accessions by discipline and by manner 
of acquisition: 
Nanber of Nuni:ler of 




Gifts 109 696 
Purchases 18 42 
Field Collections 6 74 
Transfers 1 15 
'lbtal 134 827 
2. Natural Histo!l: 
Gifts 18 550 
Purchases 10 31 
Field Collections 8 715 
Transfers 1 1 
'lbtal 37 1,297 
3. Art 
Gifts 9 102 
Purchases 11 47 
Field Collections 3 43 
Transfers 0 0 
'lbtal 23 192 
4. Science/Tedmol~ 
Gifts 11 18 
' 
Purchases 1 1 
Field Collections 1 1 
Transfers 1 8 
' Total 14 28 5. All DiSCi£lines 
Gifts 147 1,366 
Purchases 40 121 
Field Collections 18 833 
Transfers 3 24 
Total 208 2,344 
'""'.,...; 
.:-• 
The nuseum received gifts fran 19 crunties in South carolina am 
fran six other states am Washington, D.C. '!here were 147 donations 
and 162 donors. sane donations are given by 1r0re than one person am 
sate people donated several i tans. Field collections are objects, 
often contenporary, gathered by or for the curators. For exalll>le, 
insects or political c:aqla.ign brochures. Transfers are material 
transferred to the nusemn fran aiX>ther state agency or another nuseum. 
Here are sooe of the ooteworthy items collected in 1987-88: 
History 
Chintz awlique floral-design quilt from Clarendon County, c. 1875. 
Gift. 
'lWJ 1694 Salth Carolina elephant tokens. Gift. 
Three silver spoons made by John Veal of Columbia, c. 1850. Purchase. 
Silver julep cup marked William Glaze of Columbia, c. 1850. Purchase. 
Original lithograph of South Carolina Ordinance of Secession. Gift. 
Militia uniform coat of Brigadier General Patrick Henry Nelson, c. 
1850. Gift. 
Assortnent of Stan:lard Oil signs and accessories. Gift. 
South Carolina Dispensary bottle with original paper label. Gift. 
South Carolina Dispensary gallon jug. Gift. 
Original rutton fran a South Carolina Second Regi.Ioont unifonn. Gift. 
45 glass negatives of scenes in the Spart.anW.rg area, c. 1900. Gift. 
late 19th- or early 20th-century wooden coffin with glass facial 
viewing plate. Gift. 
Natural ·History 
Sand blow soil 5alli'les fran 1886 Charleston ~e. Gift. 
Seisroographic records of an Aiken eartb;luake. Gift. 
Collections of ailJilibians and reptiles fran the S.C. Dept. of Wildlife 
arxl Marine Resources and the Heritage Trust. Gift. 
Fossilized anphibian tracks. Gift. 
Fossils fran excavation in Kingstree. Gift .. 
Fossiliztii archaeocete whale. Gift. 
Rock am mineral collection of late loUis Dezseran. Gift. 
29-tray insect collection. Gift. 
Science and Technology 
Draper Model K loan, c. 1900. Gift. 
SUgar cane press, c. 1890. Gift. 
Jolm Deere tractor, 1938. Purchase. 
~el T Ford, 1914. Loan. 
Frick steam engine, c. 1880. Gift. 
Meteorite. Purchase. 
EKG nachine, c. 1940. Gift. 
Celestial globe, c. 1840. Gift. 
Astronaut watch, Bolden. Gift. 
Astronaut training suit, Bolden. Gift. 
Replica of earliest laser. Gift. 
Loaned fran Air aiX1 Space :t-luseum, Smithsonian Institution: 
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Space food packages. 
Astronaut watch, Duke. 
Space IIDOn suit (Duke, Apollo 16). 
Spacecraft fuel cell (Apollo). 
Lunar sanple oontainer • 
Art 
"The Philip Simrons Gate" /wrought iron, 1987, by Philip Simrons. 
Purchase. 
Nine sculptures/'NOod, c. 196Q-80, by Dan Robert Miller. 
"Work Horses" /terra cotta, c. 1925, by Frances Godwin. 




1941, by Vernon 
Four drawings/pencil, 1938, by Arrlree Ruellan. Purchase. 
"\'lindswept Pines"/etching, c. 1935, by Antoinette Rhett. Gift. 
"St. Michael's Church .. /etching, c. 1930, by Walter M. Aiken. Gift. 
"Kathryn" /oil on canvas, c. 1940, by Alma R. Barkshadt. Gift. 
"Still Life in Color" /oil on canvas lx>ard, c. 1940, by Laura Glenn 
Douglas. Purchase. 
26 works including drawings, prints, watercolors, mixed media, c. 
1930-80, by Faith c. Murray. Gift. 
"Italian Garden" /watercolor, c. 1880, by Caroline P. Carson. Purchase. 
"Self-Portrait" /photograph, c. 1925, by Richard s. Roberts. Purchase. 
20 wood engraving reproductions from Old Charleston, 1933, by Charles 
Smith. Purchase. 
"A Matter of Social Distinction" /ink ani watercolor on paper, 1957, by 
Russell Henderson. Purchase. 
"The Gathering" /oil on canvas, c. 1978, by Sarrlra Turk. Gift. 
Six split oak baskets, 1988, by Elbert Brown. Purchase. 
The objects just mentioned are in the "pennanent" collection. But 
the Camni.ssion has another collections category. In 1983-84 the staff 
established "teaching" collections of objects awropriate for 
"hands-on" educational programs. Since "hand:a-on" rooar.s wear and tear, 
the teachinJ oollections contain materials considered expendable: 
reproductions of small items, cormon materials, specirrens easily 
replaced (such as ccmnon insects) ani objects less suitable for 
exhibition and research. '!heir acquisition ard care are the 
responsibility of the director of education. 
The executive director has delegated to the curators the 
responsibility for deciding which objects to acquire, subject to the 
limitations set forth in the collections policy. 
The donation or purchase of an object is only the first step in 
the collectinJ process. If object::; are to be organized arrl used, they 
nru.st be numbered, photographed, cataloged and documented. Thorough 
records-keepinJ is essential. As public institutions, nuseums have a 
legal responsibility for the objects in their care. The museum nust be 
able to distinguish each object in the collection fran every other, to 
say where it carre fran and how it was acquired, to verify the nru.seum' s 
title to the object, ar.d to identify it if it is lost o:c stolen. In 
"') 
addition to this the nusemn nust record as nuch information as possible 
about the object in order to interpret it effectively. 
A proper system of oollection records includes an acx::ession book, 
which records transfers of title to the nusemlJ a catalog file which 
includes historical, scientific, photographic arrl statistical 
informa.tiom a source-of-accession file, which identifies the do:oors 
and sellers of objects; a docunentation file, which contains research 
reports, oorrespondence arrl any other papers relating to the objects J 
arrl a loan file, which records the borrOiring and lending of objects. 
'!he .Musemn Ccmnission is fortunate to have been able to establish 
an up-to-date records-keeping system while the institution is still 
young arrl the process manageable. This system was augiOOnted in 1986-87 
when the museum began carp1terizing the collections. Many older 
nuseums have enoountered major problems in trying to apply m:xiem 
registration procedures to large, inadequately documented collections. 
Also, relatively few IIUSeUirs have carputerized their collections 
records. In the future, ~ver, this process will be a IW.St for 
accessioning, cataloging, and inventoryiiXJ. In this area the South 
Caroliila State Musemn is a leader, even before it opens to the public. 
A:oother i.nportant aspect of oollections managemant is storage. 
Throughout its collections management program, the staff is using 
professionally certified storage supplies arrl equi~t to guarantee 
that the objects entrusted to it are well-protected. 
The public safety depart.IiLellt is in charge of the safety of the 
artifacts, visitors and staff manbers. It makes sure the nuseum is 
absolutely sec . 'ure, but, at the same tint::, will try not to interfere 
with the visitors' enjoyment of the nuseum. As part of this effort, 
Janet Hudson, chief of public safety, surveyed state-operated nuseums 
across the nation to get the best ideas fran each of them. 
During the year, a police CC111l11Ilications sytan was planned and 
prrchased and ]?0\'t'er locks were installed on all exterior fire doors. 
An energency procedures manual was prepared arrl distributed to all 
staff members during the first in a series of public safety classes. 
With Madeline Neineyer, administrative assistant in design and Debi 
Hacker, conservation administrator, Ms. Hudson planned procedures and 
prepared a training program to teach staff 1tSWers how to deal with 
hazardous materials. She also wrote a manual for the Division of 
General Services describing the nuseum' s security needs. 
In addition to its own depart.Irent, the museum is protected by a 
sofhisticated alal:m-securi ty system which is controlled and IIDni tored 
by Globe Security under a contract with General Services. 
Even the best security systems are not foolproof. To raurl out 
its risk management progrQIIl the Ccmnission also maintained insurance on 
its oollections. Sale nuseums, especially those with rare and oostly 
oollections, do not insure collections. They take the position that 
their objects ure irreplaceable ani that insurance is therefore 
superfluous. Others mrlntain tl1at even thalgh unique objects may be 
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lost, insurance will at least enable the museum to replace them with 
sarething. '!he State Museum Coomi..ssion takes the latter position. It 
has insured its collections through the Division of General Services 
under a fine arts policy that oovers objects belonging to or on loan to 
the Comnission at all tirres, whether they be in storage, on exhibit or 
in transit. 
The underlying purpose of proper storage, security and insurance 
is to protect the oollections. Vben nuseuns a~re objects they 
accept responsibility for preserving them. Unfortunately, many objects 
which care to the Imiseum have deteriorated. Sare have spent decades, or 
even centuries, in· un-air-oonditioned houses, attics, barns--or the 
ground. Once ·in the Imiseum, they are still subject to risks, including 
the passage of tirre. E'er these reasons another vital aspect of 
collections managanent is conservation. 
Preservation or conservation requires the careful examination of 
each object for damage or potential damage, am as necessacy, a 
proposal of a plan for treabcent to stabilize or restore the object. 
For each object, both a written am a photographic record Imist be 
maintained. 
In October, with the opening of the nuseum only a year away and 
with Chief Conservator Paul Storch 011 the staff, the oonservation 
departnent began laboratory treatnent of objects which will be used in 
Phase I ~ts. 
Preparation of the steam-powered sawmill carp:>nents, the Hackney 
carpany buggy, the water turbine and the Columbia Mills induction rrotor 
were 1.-ajor projects c~leted this year. 
Storch supervised three enployees. Debi Hacker, oonservation 
admillistrator I m.:>ni tored the HVAC (heating I venilation am air 
oorxlitioning) systems and the integrated pest ma.nagen:nt program and 
ordered lab supplies and equiprent. Working under a contract, Dr. Jack 
Meyer treated, identified arrl authenticated fireanns and edged weapons. 
Gordon Jones, a University of South Carolir.~a graduate student, worked 
in the lab under Storch' s supervision and took humidity and tercperature 
readings in the galleries and storage rOOOlS. 
Several other staff me.rrOOrs, Dr. Rodger Stroup, Fritz Haner, Polly 
Laffitte, Winona Darr and Michelle Baker, helped in the lab one day a 
week. 
Several objects that were restored urder contracts were returned 
to the museum during the fiscal year. '!he f.1anning carriage is back and 
the same restorer is working on the Rock Hill l::uggy. St.orch makes sure 
contract work is dOCUirented and all materials and techniques used by 
contract restorers and conservators conform to the standards and 
practices of the Anl::!rican Institute for Conservation. 
Although the State l.fuseum is not open, not all of its oollections 
are in storage. The Conm:ission frequently lends objects to ImiSE::ums, 
exhibition facilities, state agencies or educational institutions for 
?t-, 
exhibit and. research. During 1987-88 the following organizations 
borr<:Med objects fran the Musemn: 
Association for the Preservation of Virginia Antiquities 
Bethel United Methodist Church, Columbia 
calhoun Coonty Musemn 
Dems lbuse of Dia100ms, Columbia 
Erskine CollSJe 
Fort Jackson Museum 
Historic CaDden 
Macon Musemn of Fine Arts and Science 
Smi. thsonian Institution 
Governor • s Mansion 
Governor• s Office 
Lt. Governor•s Office 
Lexington Medical Auxilial:y 
1\CNB, Col'lllWia 
South carolina Ballkers Association 
s. C. Dept. of Parks, Recreation ani Tourism 
S.C. Educational Television 
South carolina Railroad Museum 
South carolina State House 
Spartanl:urg Arts Center 
U.S. Post Office, Columbia 
University of Georgia Marine EKtension 
University of South carolina DEpa.rtm:mt of Geology 
University of South Carolina Law School 
Winthrop CollSJe 
The Musemn Canmission believes that the sharing of collections is 
an i.nportant IOOailS by which nuseums can increase the usefulness of 
their holdings. 
B. Exhi.bi ts 
MuseWlS ccmm.micate primarily through exhibits--fonnal, 
infornative presentations of objects, pictures an::1 words. The regular 
exhibiting of objects to the public is one of the characteristics that 
distinguishes a musemn fran a mere oollection. 
Designing, building an::1 installing exhibits has been a major 
activity since the musemn noved into its pennanent location on Gervais 
Street in 1986. During 1987-88 the pace of the work quickened on 
in-house projects an:1 many contracts were awarded for work which will 
be done outside the Illiseum. 
Phase I exhibits will cover about 64,000 square feet. The nusemn 
has saved a substantial anount of their cost because nuch of the work 
has been done by staff rianbers. About two-thirds of the Phase I tudget 
will c.:ure fran non-state sources, including grants curl donations. 
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A great variety of exhibits are being prepared for Phase I. Sone 
will be re-created habitats or miniature historical scenes. Others, 
such as the country store, will allow the visitor to walk into the 
exhibit itself. Interactive exhibits, which allow the visitor to 
physically interact with the exhibit, will be used frequently. 
Audio-visual programs and, of course, live denonstrations will enable 
the visitor to get the IIOSt from his trip to the nuseum. 
Major exhibit elenents in place by June 30 included the 
prehistoric shark, the Clemson airplane, the mastodon, the bicycle 
shop, the recreation of a mill interior, the sawmill, the banl, the 
Erskine observatory, the slave cabin, the glyptodont, the canoe 
platfonn, the cotton gin house interior, the Philip Sintoons gate and 
the 1870s Irodel railroad. Substantial progress had been made on the 
Apollo 16, the nountain cove, the beach and the backyard dioramas. The 
5eulptural canponents of the quarry and the Burches Ferry exhibits had 
been canpleted. 
Some of the projects, iocluding those involving over 70 cutside 
contractors, were behird schedule. But plans were evolving to see that 
Phase I exhibits look cacplete when the museum opens. 
In addition to the fonnidable task of preparing for the openiiXJ, 
the exhibit staff was ixwolved in the design, production ard 
installation of ar1 additional 16,000 square feet. 'lhe space will be 
used for the museum shop, a second gallery for the S.C. Arts Corrlili.ssion 
sh.ow and two reception areas for the Laura Glenn Douglas shu¥'. This 
additional labor involved work on the heating, ventilation ard air 
corditioning systems, the electrical syst.an, floorir~, painting and 
lighting, as well security requiranents ard fire code ccmpliance. The 
staff also worked on design, construction and plans for installation of 
the exhibits. 
The exhibit staff prepared t\\'0 displays that were shown to the 
pililic this year. A preview of the museum ran the entire year in a 
display case in the lobby of the State Hense. This pri.ne spot is 
accessible to the thousands of people who visit the capitol for 
business or pleasure. A three-section panel exhibit arout the museum 
was prepared for Mayfest, a yearly festival in ColWibia, and appeared 
at a number of focal festivals ar<Jllrd the state. 
C. Education 
In education, 1987-88 was another year of intense work and 
accorrplisl'lnent as Margaret Anne lane, director of education, continued 
to identify and achieve depart:nental goals. 
The staff's chief accomplishment was continuing to develop 
strategies fur programming, group visits, educational and professional 
relationship buildiiXJ, financial planning and staff developnent. By 
the end of the year, Linda McWhorter had planned 22 thematic lessollli 
and educational tours which will be available when the r;:useum opens; 
--, J_ 
Hal DeLuca had recruited 132 docents for the IlllSeUlll1 s first docent 
class; and Pat :Wtt had nearly finished the Teacher's Handbook, a 
rescurce for educators statewide. 
Educational objectives, catp:ments and opportunities were 
deteJ:mined for all exhibit areas in the nuseum. Programs were reviewed 
for the Discovery Center, NatureSpace and the Science Discx:wery 
Theatre. Ms. McWhorter continued developnent of curriculum-related 
programs for science, tec.hiDlogy, history, archaeology, natural history 
and art. The programs, which will focus the collections and the 
exhibits, are designed to neet teachers' needs by crnplemantir¥J and 
enhancing classroan activities. 
In January 1987 the staff began offering group tours of the 
IlllSeum-in-the11alting to the public. The tours, llDst of which were 
organized by education depart:nelt staff, enabled visitors to leam llDre 
about the Columbia Mills building, the plans for exhibits and what goes 
into creating a museum. They gave staff members a chance to pz:actice 
using the ruildil'¥J, to fi.OO out llDre about the interests arx1 needs of 
visitors arx1 to increase interest in the museum. A total of 18,748 
people in 275 groups had visited the nuseum by the tine the tours ended 
on May 21, 1988. About 15,000 people in 206 groups went through the 
museum during the 1987-88 fiscal year. 
Ms. Lane continued to maintain a good working relationship with 
Dr. Charlie G. Williams, state superintendent of education, and the 
departnent' s curriculum consultants. Key Department of Education staff 
rrembers wured the wilding and leamed about proposed educational 
programs. The Education Advisory carmi.ttee, created in April 1985, met 
regularly to assist the director of education and the curators in 
developing and evaluating curriculum-related musemn education 
prograrru:.. Ms. Lane made a particular effort to n-eet with teachers and 
school administrators around the state, sharing infonnation about the 
museum and its proposed education programs, and listening to the needs 
and suggestions of local educators. She coordinated several major 
nuseum education workshops for members of local and statewide teachers' 
groups. 
Ms. Lane represented South carolina in the Southeastern Museums 
Conference and served on the progralll conmittee for the annual meeting. 
Ms. Lane is also active on the education coomi.ttee of the Anerican 
Association of Museums and the Fducators' Forum of the S.C. Federation 
of Museums. During the year she participated in professional rreetings, 
conferences arx1 workshops on science, technology, histo1.y, archaeology, 
natural history and art, frequently serving as a speaker. Ms. 
McWhorter served as secretary of the Educators' Forum for the S.C. 
Faieration of Museums. DeLuca served as state chair for the Anerican 
Association of Mlseum Volunteers. 
Storage, furnishing and equi};mellt needs were identified for all 
education spaces and preliminary purchases made. Acquisition funds 





Research is one of the nost .i.nportant, yet often one of the IIOst 
neglected, aspects of nuseum programnin:;. Although nDst nusean 
administrators would admit that exhibits and educational programs based 
on inadequate, inaccurate infonnation mislead the public ani deprive 
the visit of much of its educatio11al value, they often slight 
research. It seems renote fran the everyday operating requirenents of 
the nusemn and it see111s hard to justify the expeu.se. Nevertheless, 
research is indispensable. In creating a new museum, the Ccmnission 
understands its .i.nportance and last year, as part of exhibit planning, 
staff narbers continued to conduct research. 
The State Museum will open with nDre than 60,000 square feet of 
exhibits covering four disciplines. Each exhibit nust be based on 
accurate infonnation. To locate and write that information in a way 
that can be easily understood by the public is difficult and ti.Ire 
consmning. 
The primary responsibility for research lies with the curators, 
but they can not do it all. Much of the research is done by the 
assistant curators wm include Polly Laffitte in art, Fritz Hamer in 
histor.y, Jim Knight in natural history arrl Steve z.t:>rgan in science and 
teclmology. Elaine Nichols is guest curator of African-:American 
history. A variety of contract employees, interns arrl volunteers also 
perforned research. 
Lise Swensson, curator of art, coordinated the South Carolina 
artists video planning project. Funded by a small grant fran the 
CUltural Council of Richland and Lexington Counties, it involves 
prcxiucing arrl copying videotape interviews with artists, including 
artists intervi~ on SCETV's "Art's the Thing" and "Venture" 
programs. 'lhese tapes will be made available to nuseum docents and to 
visitors during exhibits of \<K:Irk by contenp:>rary artists. 
Sue Giano Hiott researched New Deal art programs and the artists 
wlX) worked in them as part of a planning project funded by a $25, 000 
grant fran the National Endowment for the Humanities. 
David Houston, a S.C. Arts Comnission staff nanber, was guest 
curator of an exhibit of the State Art Collection, 360 works owned by 
the SCAC. The exhibit will be the first one shown in the art gallery. 
Linda McWhorter, education prograxrs specialh~t, prepared a slide 
packet for teachers entitled "Black South carolinians." Anong the 
people featured were Dr. Ron McNair; Dr. Natilda Evans, a Columbia 
physician; and William Beverly Nash, a 19th-century politician. More 
than 40 schools had used the packet by the end of May. 
Ms. Nichols did research for an exhibit entitled, "The Last Miles 
of the Way: African-Airerican Honegoing Traditions in South Carolina, 
1890 to the Present." In June the project received a $5,810 grant fran 
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the S.C. Ccmoittee for the Humanities. The exhibit will open in the 
spring of 1989. 
Ms. Nichols also organized a series of lectures on 
African-American histoz:y, culture ar.d politics presented by scholars 
and other professionals in the black c:xmmmi ty. The climax of the 
series was a lecture by Dr. Sterling Stuckey of Northwestern 
University. Stuckey discussed the persistence of African spiritual and 
cultural traditions in America. 
The curators and assistant curators had finished the research and 
label copy for alm:>st all of the Phase I exhibits by the end of the 
fiscal year. 
Gordon Jones reseached ani helped write labels for the energy 
exhibits ani the spinning portion of the textile exhibit. 
SUsan Giano Hiott contrihlted to the 1870s ani 1920s railroad 
exhibits am to the ccmm.m.ications exhibit. 
Michael Monroe obtained visuals and contributed to the space 
science video program. 
Lima Speannan helped research and produce visuals and graphics 
for sciezx=e and teclmology exhibits. 
James Schaadt, an audio-visual consultant, did the initial 
research for film footage and other visuals for the Charles H. Townes 
film. He also did the preliminary editing of the film. 
To support this research, the Canmission maintains a small libracy 
of books and other publications relating primarily to museum work and 
the identification of objects. This year Mary Cruce, who has a masters 
in library science, cataloged the collection in the library and in the 
curators' offices. She used the Librcuy of Congress systan, the one 
nost often used in acadanic libraries. 
Statewide Services 
This program provides services and assistance to nuseums ani 
nuseum-related institutions througoout the state and information to the 
public. Programs include traveling exhibitions, workshops, technical 
information services, publications and consultant services. Although 
the program was initially funded wxler grants fran the National 
En::lc:Mroont for the Arts , it is IlC>W a regular part of the caliiiission' s 
operation and is financed with state funds. 
Although nost staff members participate in statewide services in 
sate way, Beverly Littlejohn manages the program. 
The poFU!ar traveling exhibit program added six shows in 1987-88. 
The new exhibits are: 
"Filanents of Imagination," fiber art by Felicia Smith 
"South Carolina Crafts Association Juried Show'' 
"South Carolina Watercolor Society Armual Show" 
"NBSC Oil Painters' Invitational" 
"Guild of South Carolina Artists" 
"Photolithographic Reproductions of Elizabeth White" 
The Comnission often arranges to circulate exhibits produced by 
others. SUch exhibits must satisfy strict criteria ani be approved by 
a staff caL1Ilittee. This year's shows were produced by others because 
of the time-consuming activities involved in getting the nuseum ready 
to open. The Traveling Exhibits Conmittee xooets quarterly to consider 
proposals fran artists and institut..ions across the state for traveling 
shCI!IiS. 
Eleven exhibits were retired in 1987-88: the old "Guild of South 
Carolina Artists," "South carolina Crafts Association, II "NBSC Oil 
Painters I Invitational'" "South carolina Watercolor Society I II and 
"Southern Visions" annual slx:Jws; "Photographs fran the South Carolina 
State Art Collection;" "IA:x>:rways to Heaven: Gravestone Rubbings;" 
"Birds of South Carolina;" "Fest-toons;" "Inner Dinensions of the Sea 
Shell;" ani "Natural History Prints." 
In 1987-88 the Coomission' s 34 traveling exhibits were l:xx:>ked 
173 ti.Jres by 43 institutions, including museums, galleries, state 
office buildings, schcols, libraries ani similar public places in 27 
South Carolina counties, Charlotte, and Washington, D.C. Borrowing 
institutions were not charged for the exhibits; they just had to 
furnish transportation am carry insurance on the objects. 
One of the m:>st i.nportant functions of the statewide services 
prcqram is to provide professional training for IIUSeum personnel 
throughout the state. In 1987-88 the Oomrnission sponsored six 
workshops. They included: 
July 31, 1987--"Media Technology in Musemns" was held at the 
University of South Carolina Instructional Services Center, ColUlibia. 
Instructors fran the media center taught participants how to do desktop 
publishing, use video in exhibits curl produce slides. About 23 people 
fran seven counties attended. 
Sept. 14, 1987--The S.C. Federation of Muse\liiS met in bilmter. The 
Sumter Gallery of Art am the Williams-Brice Museum/Archives were the 
hosts. Rebecca Danvers from the Institute of Museum Services in 
Washington, D.C., was the keynote speaker. She disc."USsed how to apply 
for funds from the institute. A panel of South carolina museum 
professionals, including State Huseum executive direc:tor Overton G. 
Ganong, talked about their experiences as fields reviewers ani as grant 
recipients. About 45 people fran 12 counties attended. 
Nov. 13, 1987--"care and Maintenance of Leather and Metal 
Collections" was held at the State Museum. Conservator Paul Storch led 
the workshop. Twelve people from six Sooth Carolina counties ani one 
person fran North Carolina. atterrled. 
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Jan. 28, 1988--"Design.iBJ In-House Publications" was held at 
McKissick .Musemn, Coll.llli:>ia. Instructors fran the University of South 
Carolina • s joornalism program were the workshop leaders. About 34 
people fran nine camties attended. 
May 1-3, 1988-"Col1aborating for ExoellerJCe in Carolina Museums" 
was held in Winston-Salan. '!he was the first Joint conference of the 
S.C. Federation of Museums and the N.C. Museums Council. The 
organizations decided to neet together every other year. Ed Able, 
director of the Alrerican Association of Museums in Washington, D.C., 
gave the keynote address. About 136 people attended. 
June 24, 1988--".Museum Membership Prograns" was held at the 
Charleston Museum. Sal Cilella, director of the Columbia Museum of 
Art, was the l«>rkshop leader. Eighteen people from six South Carolina 
counties arxi three people fran North Carolina attended. 
Because the musewu staff WdS so busy getting ready for the 
o~, staff nanbers did not do much consulting. Several requests 
were referred to other museum professionals. Several requests were 
satisfied by providing technical leaflets and publications. '!bose wb::> 
were helped included: 
Berkeley County Historical Society, Moncks Comer 
l-llseum of Hilton Head Island, Hilton Head Island 
Col1eton County Museum, Walterboro 
Mrs. H. M. Mc:Neill, Mount Pleasant 
Jalm c. Calhoon House, Clemson 
Mary J;>elucci, '!he Citadel Museum, Charleston 
Clemson Library, Clemson 
Columbia College, Columbia 
Departrcent of History, University of South carolirul, Colunbia 
During the last year, 36 of the 46 counties in South Carolina were 
served by the Statewide Services Program. 
Publications 
Since publications are produced wrler various programs, they will 
be S1.li1ltlai'ized under a separate heading. 
During the last fiscal year the Ccmn:i.ssion continued to pililish 
its newsletter, Images. Also available was a brochure describing the 
nuseum, its diverse disciplines arxi its Friends organization. This 
brochure was used for speaking presentations, special events, general 
requests for infonnation, mailings, welccme center distribution and the 
State lblse brochure rack. 
In 1987-88 the Commission did not publish a museum bulletin, but 
it continued to make available the six issued previously. '!he titles 
are: 
No. 1 Vascular Plants Of Spartan1:nrg County, South Carolina, 
by Ross c. Clark, Rebert W. Powell Jr. arxi Conduff G. 
Childress Jr. 
No. 2 Plants Of The Eastatoe, by c. Leland Rodgers and 
George W. Shiflet Jr. 
No. 3 Fossil Locations In South Carolina, by Jerry T. Howe 
and Andrew s. Howard 
No. 4 Native Vascular Plants Endangered, etc., by IJc:uglas 
A. Rayner et al. 
No. 5 Thanas Walter, carolina Botanist, by David H. Renbert 
No. 6 William Glaze And The Palnetto ArnDry, by Jack Allen 
.Meyer 
This series is intenied primarily for scholars and collectors. 
Copies are furnished free to acadani.c and public libraries arouni the 
state, and the rest are sold to the public. As funds becane available 
the Ccmnission plans to continue publishil:¥1 nuseun1 bulletins dealii¥1 
with the social history, material culture, natural history, science and 
art of South Carolina. 
The nuseum also has available a brochure on snakes written by Rudy 
Manckt::, fo~ natural history curator at the nuseum. 
The statewide services office produced a brochure explainiJ:¥1 the 
support services offered to other nuseums and museum-related 
organizations, including workshops, consultancies and the traveling 
exhibitions program. Also, through statewide services the Comnission 
continued to produce a Directory of South Carolina Z.hlseums and Related 
Organizations. The directory was funded by a grant fran the S.C. DE::pt. 
of Parks, Recreation and Tourism and is available free. 
Finally, the Cortroission continued to publish Gcx:xi Muse, a 
quarterly new&letter for manbers of the South carolina Federation of 
b'.Blsemns. Written and designed by Beverly Littlejohn, it was issued 
through the statewide services program. Printing ani mailing costs 
were paid by the federation. 
'71'7 
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FY 1987-88 BUDGET 
AIMINISTRATION 
Director 45,706 
Classified Positions 144,465 
Teuporary Positions 4,344 
Pier Diem 2,240 
Contractual Services 32,993 
SUpplies 6,515 
Fixed Charges 2,679,337 
Travel 8,996 
Biuiptent 778 
Library Books 1,062 2,926,436 
OPERATIONS 
Classified Positions 46,045 
Contractual Services 14,528 
SUpplies 1,100 
Fixed Charges 366 
Travel 1,300 
Library Books 99 63,438 
CDLLECTIONS 
Classified Positions 250,072 
Temporary Positions 11,140 
Contracblal SeJ:Vices 63,766 
Sug>lies 26,405 
Fixed Charges 18,100 
Travel 20,446 
Biui~t 2,523 
Library Books 1,911 
.Aoquisi tions 12,058 
Heat/lOwer/Light 2,012 408,433 
EXHIBITION 
Classified Positions 162,254 
Contractual Services 12,722 
Supplies 18,955 
Fixed Charges 1,760 
Travel 5,479 
F.qui~t 863 
Library Books 563 



















































REOOR!' OF THE a::HfiTTEE APPOINTED TO STUDY 
FEASIBILITY OF THE ESTABLISHMENI' OF A 
STATE MUSEUM TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
OF SOt11'H CAROLINA 
The Coomittee has been directed by Joint Resolution of the General 
Assanbly to study the feasibility of the establislment of a state 
museum for South Carolina. 
The question of the feasibility of such a museum raises several 
preliminary questions: 
(a) Is there a need for such a museum? 
(b) What is the pur:pose and function of a state museun? 
(c) What should be the scope, program and mission of a state 
nuseum? 
(d) Is that purpose and function being net by existing nusemns of 
other state institutions or agencies? 
(e) Can the costs of such a museum (capital and operating} be 
justified for the State of South Carolina? 
If the answer to the question of feasibility is affinna.tive, then 
other questions arise: 
(f) Where should such a museum be located? 
(g) How should a state museum be organized and operated, as to 
gov~ body and staff? 
(h) What ti.netable srould be set for the establislmmt of such a 
nuseum? 
(i} What can be anticipated in regard to the fir.ICincing of a 
state museum? 
(J} 'What steps should be taken for 1972-1973 toward the 
establisl'lroont of a state musemn? 
In order to answer t.llese and other canplex questions related to 
the establislment ani operation of a state musemn, the conmi.ttee has 
heard several experts in the musemn field, received reports fran 
various state officials in related fields and read several treatises 
and studies on state museums. The oveJ:Wh.elming majority of these 
experts were in accord as to the necessity and desirability for such a 
nusemn and the type of museum which should be established. 
South Carolina has a history in which all of her citizens can take 
pride, and the story of South Carolina is an asset which can attract 
many other An-ericans to the state. The many facets of South Carolina • s 
story constitute assets which can be of inmeasurable value in 
attracting tourists to South Carolina arid in the educaticn of our own 
citizens and students. 
L' 1"\ t .,
In the eooncmic sphere, the better corporations and businesses are 
interested in cultural developtEnts and facilities in assessing a new 
location; no longer does business give consideration only to profits in 
de~ where to locate. The needs of a ccmpany 1 s executives and 
ercployees are of vital concern. 
While it is awarent that there is need for such a musemn, the 
exact scope and program of such a museum cannot be pre-plannai; it nust 
evolve fran an orderly and well-ronceived plan of developtEnt. 
South Carolina can learn a great deal in this field fran what has 
happened in other states--for nost of the stateb have state museums of 
one sort or another. 'Ihe experience of other states irrli.cates that a 
state museum should be establishai and operated for the basic p~se 
of presenting the story of South Carolina in three aspects. 
(1) The history of the state--including the Irrlian tribes of the 
Carolinas, eA.'Ploration and settlenent, social and political 
develoFtrent, military events, and educational and cultural 
evolution. 
(2) The fine arts in the state--including architectural 
developtEnts, furniture and silver, interior decoration, 
South Carolina artists, and literature and poetry. 
(3) Natural history and the sciences--including geology and 
archeology, rotany and zoology of the state, natural 
resources, scientific develo:ptents, ard industrial advances. 
The purpose a.n<l function of a state nu1semn is tlrus to tell the 
story of the State; if such a Im.lsemn collects and dif>plays a few 
artifacts ru:rl does not irwolve the musemn visitor in anything nore than 
a superficial story of the stat.e, then no purpose will be served by 
such a n1.1seum. 
If a starrlard of excellence is not to be followed from the outset, 
then there is no reason to consider the establishnEnt of such a musemt; 
the Depa.rtmant of Archives is an exallple of what can be done in the 
establishnletl.t of a similar department in the proper way ar:rl with 
appropriate facilities. It is fundamental that expert professional 
advice, guidance ar:rl consultation be obtaint:rl in the establishnEnt of a 
state musemn. 
The general scope and mission of such a musemn has been outlined 
above, but the details as to the program of a state Im.lseum nust be 
evolved urrler this professional guidance. Such a musemn, functioning 
properly, will be an invaluable asset in the state 1 s aiucational 
system; at the sane tine the museum can be a positive factor in 
attracting touribts to South Carolina. 
No nusemn in South Carolina today fulfills the function of such a 
state n1.1scmn to any applicable degree. The Gibbes Art Gallery and the 
Charleston Musemn are primarily oriented to Charleston, and the nulSeums 
in Florence, Columbia and Greenville are directed towards the fine arts 
in general. There is certainly ro substantial overlap in the functions 
hl 
of any existing musemns, departn~nts or agencies, and a properly 
conceived and developed state IIUseun. 
The function of the Deparbrent of Archives would, for exanq>le, in 
no way be usurped by such a nuseum, and a state nuseum would be a 
valuable adjunct to the Deparbrent of Parks, Recreation and 'lburism. 
No existing carmi..ssion, deparbrent or agency of state goverrm:m.t is 
equipped to operate such a nuseum. 
The scope of a state II1Useum should encaopass everything about 
South Carolina, but it should also be limited to South Carolina. The 
things that nake South Carolina distinctive ani the differences bet\\letll 
South Carolina and the other states aJX1 areas should be enpha.sized. If 
all of America is exactly alike, then there 'WOUld be no point in a 
state nuseum, but South Carolina has a different history, distinctions 
in the fine arts, and natural aud scientific differerx:es which set our 
state apart. 
SUch a II1llseum would not i.npinge upon or disturb the program of any 
existing II1Useum; on the contrary the resources and available materials 
fran a state II1USeum would give support and aid to tile IIUseums of a 
local nature, and would supplaoont and undergim the programs of 
nuseums in all parts of the state. 
A state museum will not be eJq)ensive at the outset--in the 
planning and pre-developrent stages; once the stage is set, then the 
acquisition of a suitable site, construction of building(s), 
developnent of the overall site, hiring of sufficient and suitable 
persom1el, and operating costs will require considerable 
appropriations. The cost of establishing and operatin;J a state nuseum 
will not thus be minilnal. 
OUr study, in the light of the experience of other states, 
oonvinces us that such a II1Useum would be an educational, cultural and 
tourist facility that South Carolina must have. For too long and 
because of the depression which followed the Civil War, South Carolina 
has not been able to develop the history, the assets and the 
attractiuns of this state in the proper way. 
As to the location a1rl organization of such a rwseum, the 
Con1uittee has reached certain tentative conclusions: 
(1) A state II1Useum should be located in the capital of the state, 
particularly in the case of Columbia where the capital site 
was selected because of its central locution. The site 
should be anple in size with sufficient acreage, access and 
parking. 
(2) The organization for such a JmlSeum can take several forms, 
but the governing bOO.y should be indeperrlent of and separate 
fran any existing carmi..ssion or departnent of govermrent. 
(3) '!he difficulty COireS in the establishnent of the procedure, 
the ti.Iretable and the financing of the State Musemn. 
Obviously, a state nusemn cailiKJt be created in a short ti.ne~ 
once the decision is nade that South Carolina is to have a 
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state museum, then the plaillliBJ and organization which are 
necessary for the proper establishloont of such a nusemn nust 
be undertaken. SUch a study is beyond the ccmpetence or the 
scope of the study by this Coomittee and can only be 
undertaken under the direction of professionals in the museum 
field hired for the purpose of developiBJ an appropriate plan 
and i.nplemanting such a plan over a period of years. Any 
other course might result in the ef:itablislm:mt of a state 
nuseum withrut the proper objectives and without the 
financial pl~ necessary for the achievement of a state 
nusewn in which all of our citizens could take pride am fran 
which they could reap great benefits. 
At this point, therefore, the carmittee does wt recctiiDeDi the 
inm:rliate establislurent of a state nuseum; such a rec::cmrendation "WOUld 
be unrealistic, wasteful am lacking in proper perspective. 
'!he Comnittee does reca.:trend that the General Assembly take steps 
looking toward the eventual establishnent of a state museum; these 
steps are as follows: 
For 1972-73: 
(k) Creation by statute of a State Musemn Ccmnission of nine 
manbers, oonsisting of six nanbers (one fran each 
Congressional district) ; and three neti:lers at large, all to 
be appointed by the Govf:!rnor on staggered terms. 
(1) Appropriation of a sufficient budget for the year 1972-73 to 
hire a director and a small staff in order to begin the 
developnent of a collection for the State Museum, and plan 
for such establishnent, cmi to obtain appropriate 
professional consultation. 
For 1973-74 and beyond: 
(m) Study and selection of a site for the eventual establishnelt 
of the State Museum, and developnent of a projected program. 
(n) Developnent of building(s) with suitable exhibit and display 
areas for a state museum divided into three departments: 
(i) History 
(ii) Fine Arts 
(iii) Natural Sciences, and expansion am organization of a 
professional staff for the operation of the Museum. 
(o) Operation of such a museum with a sufficient staff, headed by 
a professional director. 
SUch a program might take as long as ten years to bring into full 
fruition, but South Carolina is already late in the establislnrent of a 
state museum. I£ we want a society which is ooncernecl with nore than 
the barest necessities and if we want our children and citizens to kilc:M 
sonething of their heritage, the assets of their state and the 
direction for South Carolina 1 s progress into the future, a state Ilnseum 
is essential for these purposef:i. 
The Bicentennial celebration in 1976, with enphasis on South 
Carolina IS deciSiVe role in the American RevOlUtiOn at CowperJ.S am 
Li-0, 
King's !blntain, might be an appropriate time for such a IIIlSeUill to 
begin its operation, rut it is essential that the planning for such a 
nusemn begin now. 
SmATE MEMBERS: 
/s/ Frank C. OWens 
Is/ Eugene N. Zeigler 
Is/ Gordon H. Garrett 
HOUSE MEMBERS: 
/s/ Wilson Tison 
/s/ Lucius o. Porth 
Is/ Giles P. Clevelam 
GCJVE:ROOR APPOINTEES: 
/s/ Mrs. Emily B. Jefferies 
Is/ Mrs. Jemie c. Dreher 





<DDE OF lAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
1976 
Article I 
South Carolina Musemn Ccmni.ssion 
60-13-10. South Carolina Museum Conmission created7 nenbership7 
chainnam vacancies1 terms of office. 
60-13-20. Meetings an:l officers of Coomission; canpensation of members. 
60-13-30. Primacy function of Ccmn:i.ssion. 
60-13-40. Powers of Commission. 
60-13-50. Director. 
& 60-13-10. Sooth Carolina Museum Camri.ssion created; nenOOrship; 
chairman; vacancies; tenns of office. 
There is hereby created the South Carolina l•hlseum Camti.ssion 
canposed of nine nenbers appointed by the Governor for tenns of four 
years and until successors are appointed an:l qualify. One member shall 
be appointed fran each congressional district of the state . ar.d three 
nenDers shall be appointed at large. One of the at large nenbers shall 
be appointed chairman of the Carmi..ssion by the GovenlOr. Vacancies for 
any reason shall be filled in the manner of original appoini:IlaJ.t for 
the unexpired tenn. 
Notwi thstan:ling the provisions above prescribing four-year terms 
for rcembers of the camli.ssion, the members appointed fran even-numbered 
congressional districts aiXi one at large nenber other than the chairman 
shall be initially appointed for terms of b1o years only. 
& 60-13-~0. Meetings and officers of ~ssion; oarnpensation of 
:nenbers. 
The Camti.ssi.on shall neet at least quarterly an:l at such other 
ti.Ires as the chainnan shall designate. Meml:>t:!Ls shall elect a 
vi.ce-chai:r:man an:l such other officers as they may dean necessary. They 
shall be paid such per dian, mileage ani subsistence as provided by law 
for boards, cx:mnittees ani ccmnissi.ons. 
& 60-13-30. Primary function of Ccxlnd.ssion. 
The primacy function of the Ccmni.ssion shall be the creation arrl 
operation of a state museum reflecting the history, fine arts and 
natural histocy, and the scientific an:l industrial resources of the 
state, IOObilizing expert professional advice and guidance, and 
utilizing all available re&OUrces in the performa11ce of this function. 
l! ~ ·-
& 60-13-40. Powers of Oomndssion. 
to: 
'lb carry out its assigned functiorJ.S, the Ccmnissian is authorized 
(1) Establish a plan far, create and operate a state IlllSeUill; 
(2) Elect an executive officer for the Carm:ission, to be known 
as the director; 
(3) Make rules arxi regulations for its own govenm:mt and the 
administration of its nuseum; 
( 4) Appoint, an the reccmm:mdation of the director, all other 
rrembers of the staff; 
(5) Adopt a seal far use in official Ccmn:i.ssion business; 
(6) Control the expeOOi.ture in accordance with law of such 
:f:Ublic flm:ls as may be awropriated to the Carm:ission; 
( 7) Accept gifts, bequests curl en:lownents for purposes 
consistent with the objectives of the Ccmn:i.ssion; 
(8) Make annual reports to the General Assatbly of the 
receipts, disbursEmmts, work and needs of the Ccmni.ssion; 
and 
(9) Adopt policies designed to fulfill the duties am attain the 
objectives of the Ccmni.ssion as established by law. 
& 60-13-50. Director. 
The director of the C<mni.ssion shall be the director of the State 
1-1useum, when such facility CCileS into existence, arxl his qualifications 
shall reflect '-!l.l ability to serve in that capacity. ~sation for 
the director l':.hall be determined by the General Assenbly. 
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